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Details about Closing the Leadership Gap: Â“Marie WilsonÂ’s powerful message comes from both the heart and the front lines. What
our country needs is simpleÂ—more women in charge now.Â” Â— Ann Richards.Â In this inspiring call-toaction, leading womenÂ’s
advocate Marie C. Wilson explains why we need more women leading alongside men now, not just for the sake of fairness but for the
larger social good. As Wilson argues, even as our nation sits on a world spinning with crises, we have barely begun to tap our most
critical natural resourceÂ—women.Â Â“Every man whoÂ’s in despair over world leadershipÂ—and every woman who fears her gender
is a barrier to leadershipÂ—will find hope and help in [this book].Â” Â— Gloria Steinem. Back to top. Insightful and inspiring, "Closing the
Leadership Gap" is a call to action for the increased presence of women in powerful leadership positions in our country. A leading
womenas advocate and cofounder of the White House Project, Marie C. Wilson argues that whileÂ Rich with historical context and
supported by a wealth of current data and innovative research, this book explains chapter by chapter the leadership gap between
women and men and the deeply ingrained cultural factors that continue to create resistance to women at the top. It also explores the
new insights and strategies women are using to leverage their power of authority, ambition, ability, and authenticityahave been denied
women and how they are claiming these vital qualities for themselves. Wilson, Marie C. Closing the Leadership Gap: Why Women Can
and Must Help Run the World. New York: Penguin Group, 2004. Print.Â Given their increasing popularity, virtual worlds, such as
Second Life, attracted the attention of the business media. The aim of the present article is to explore the relationship between virtual
identity and consumer behaviour in Second Life. First, the author reviews Second Life functions and particular characteristics. Here's
why more women in leadership roles is key to changing that.Â Meet the Yemeni boy showing the world why we must stop the country
from falling into famine. Reuters Staff Â· Reuters 07 Dec 2020. More on the agenda. Forum in focus. We are helping platform companies
improve working standards in the gig economy.Â While women worldwide are closing the gap in critical areas such as health and
education, significant gender inequality persists in the workforce and in politics. Given current rates of change, this yearâ€™s Global
Gender Gap Report estimates it will be another 217 years before we achieve gender parity. As part of its workforce gap analysis, the
World Economic Forum turned to LinkedIn to better understand the trends in gender equality across the workforce.

